@Pre: legalMovement(i1,j1,i2,j2) == true
@Post: pieces[i2][j2] == @Pre(pieces[i1][j1]) && pieces[i1][j1] == null
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movement(2,1,1,2) null (1,1) (2,2)
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class ChessBoard {
    private ChessPiece[][] pieces_;
    private volatile char player_;

    ChessBoard() throws Exception{
        init();
        player_ = 'w';
    }

    public char getPlayer() { return player_; }

    public void movement(int i1, int j1, int i2, int j2) throws IllegalMovementException {
        if (!legalMovement(i1, j1, i2, j2))
            throw new IllegalMovementException(i1, j1, i2, j2);
        else {
            pieces_[i2][j2] = pieces_[i1][j1];
            pieces_[i1][j1] = null;
        }
        player_ = ('w' ? 'b' : 'w');
    }
}

class Player implements Runnable {

    public void run() {
        try {
            while (!strategy_.isFinish(board_)) {
                Thread.currentThread().sleep((int)(Math.random()*1000));
                if (board_.getPlayer() == color_)
                    play(board_, color_);
            }
        } catch (Exception e) {
            return;
        }
    }
}
a) The problem is with the fact that the destructor of List deletes the head of the list, but not any other node (since the destructor of Link is empty).

The solution is to remove all element from the list when it is deleted:

```cpp
~List() { while (head_) removeData(); }
```

The solution which changed the destructor of Link like this:

```cpp
~Link() { delete next_; }
```

is almost correct. If this is the change made, then one needs to change the "removeData" method. Otherwise, once the head is removed, all the list will be lost. Moreover, it makes life difficult when implementing (d).

(*) Those who argued that we cannot pass a regular char * string to insertData got only partial credit. This is not correct, since the type of the argument in insertData is const& and a char * can be converted to a const std::string &.

(*) those who argued the we should change "str_" to "data_" in Link::getData got no credit at all, since this is not a memory management problem.

b) void List::splice (List &otherList)
{
    Link *tmp = head_;
    if (!head_){
        head_ = otherList.head_;
        return;
    }

    while (tmp->getNext())
        tmp=tmp->getNext();

    tmp->setNext(otherList.head_);
}
(*) solutions which popped all links from one list and added them to
the other list got partial credit, as the method List::insertData
allocates new memory by creating new links.

c) There are two problems. When ls1.removeData is called, a link in ls2
now points to deleted memory. In itself, this can sometimes work, since
deleted memory can still be accessed. However, when we exit the current
activation frame and the destructor of ls1 and ls2 will be called, we will
try to free an already freed memory.
Also, what will happen if ls2 is freed before ls1, regardless of whether
removeData was called at all??

d) The simplest solution is to use reference counting --> for each link we count
how many reference to it exits. We delete it only after all references
are removed.

(*) several solutions offered to use a back pointer, to remember the previous
link. However, this will not work in the following cases:
1. what if ls2 is freed before ls2?
2. what happens if a list is spliced several times?
3. many other problems...

The correct solution is presented:

```cpp
#include <string>
#include <iostream>

class Link{
private:
   Link *next_:  
   std::string data_;  
   int references_;  
public:
   Link(const std::string &data, Link *link):
      data_(data){
         setNext(link);
         references_ = 0;
      }
   void setNext(Link *next){
      next_ = next;
   }

   return;
}
```


Link *getNext() const { return next_; }
std::string getData() const { return data_; }
void incRef(){ references++; }
void decRef(){ references--; }
int getRef(){ return references; }
void incRefRecursively(){
    incRef();
    if (next_)
        next_->incRef();
}
-Link();
};
class List{
private:
    Link *head_

    // this can be made into the "delete" operator of Link, with slight
    // modifications. might be more elegant...
    void deleteLink(Link *link){
        link->decRef();
        //std::cout << "ref count for " << link->getData() << " is: " << link->getRef() << std::endl;
        if (link->getRef() <= 0)
            delete link;
    }
public:
    List(): head_(0){}
    void insertData(const std::string &data){
        head_ = new Link(data, head_);
        head_->incRef();
    }
    std::string removeData(){
        if (head_ == 0)
            return "-";
        std::string ans = head_->getData();
        Link *tmp = head_;
        head_ = head_->getNext();
        deleteLink(tmp);
        return ans;
void splice(List &otherList)
{
    Link *tmp = head_
    if (!head_)
    {
        head_ = otherList.head_
        head_\->incRefRecursively();
        return;
    }
    while (tmp->getNext())
        tmp=tmp->getNext();

    tmp->setNext(otherList.head_);
    //we now need to increment the reference count of every
    //member in otherList
    if (otherList.head_)
        otherList.head_\->incRefRecursively();
    return;
}

-List() { while (head_) removeData(); }
};

int main()
{
    List ls1;
    List ls2;
    List ls3;

    ls1.insertData("hello");
    ls2.insertData("sami");
    ls2.insertData("susu");
    ls3.insertData("list3 tail");

    ls2.splice(ls1);
    ls3.splice(ls1);

    std::cout << ls1.removeData() << std::endl;
Implement `getCheapestSeller` in class `PriceServer` - given a product name, return the Seller which sells this product at the cheapest price. If such a Seller is not found, return null.

class PriceServer implements Dealer extends java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject {
    private Vector<Seller> sellers_;
    PriceServer(...) throws RemoteException { ...}
    public void register(Seller seller) throws RemoteException { sellers_.add(seller); }
    public Seller getCheapestSeller (String product) RemoteException {
        Seller bestSeller = null;
        int bestPrice = java.lang.Integer.MAX_VALUE;
        for (Seller : sellers_) {
            // Assume getPrice return -1 if the seller does not sell product.
            int price = seller.getPrice(product);
            if (price >= 0 && price < bestPrice) {
                bestPrice = price;
                bestSeller = seller;
            }
        }
        return bestSeller;
    }
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
        PriceServer server = new PriceServer(...);
        sellers_ = new Vector<Seller>();
        Naming.rebind("/lead:1984/dealer", server);
    }
}
Notes:
1.1 There is no lookup in this code. The sellers are known to the PriceServer because they have registered to it through the register method.
1.2 The sellers_ vector contains remote object references. Each invocation to seller.getPrice() is a round-trip over the network. It is an expensive operation. Therefore, efforts must be made to avoid calling this method whenever possible.

Implement the method getMinPriceSeller of the Client class:

class Client {
    public void buyProduct(String product) {
        Seller seller = getMinPriceSeller(product);
        if (seller != null)
            seller.buy(product);
    }
    private Seller getMinPriceSeller(String product) {
        Dealer dealer = (Dealer) Naming.lookup("/ead:1984/dealer");
        return dealer.getCheapestSeller(product);
    }
}

Notes:
2.1 There must be a lookup call to locate the dealer server.

How many round-trip exchanges are performed when the buyProduct() method is invoked?

Client.buyProduct(p)
--> Client.getMinPriceSeller(p)
    --> Naming.lookup(d): This is one round-trip operation to the RMI name server.
    --> dealer.getCheapestSeller(p): This is one round-trip operation to dealer.
    --> For each seller in dealer.sellers_:
        seller.getPrice(p): This gives N round-trip operations to the sellers.
    --> seller.buy(p): This is one round-trip operation to the cheapest seller.

Altogether - N+3 round-trip operations - where N is the number of stores registered in the PriceServer.
If there are no stores selling the product p, then only N+2 round-trips.

Notes:
3.1 If your code in (2) is not optimized, there may be many more round-trips.
3.2 Full Credit was given for any answer mentioning N.
Define a message protocol instead of the interfaces Dealer and Seller.

We must define 2 protocols - one for each interface (Dealer and Seller). A protocol determines how 2 sides communicating with each other interact with each other. A protocol to be used over a TCP type of transport layer, must include:

- Framing: how messages are split into distinct units.
- Serialization: how messages are formed, including which verbs and arguments can be composed into each message type, which encodings are used for each data type.
- For each message type, what possible answers are expected.
- Which side of the protocol starts an exchange.
- Naming and Addressing: how partners in the exchange are located (what addresses are used).

We decide for both protocols:
- Framing: all messages are sent as "lines" - that is as strings terminated by a newline character.
- Serialization: use UTF16 unicode strings for all exchange.
  Data types encoding:
  - Products are encoded as a string (denoting the name of the product). Product names contain no space and no newline.
  - Prices are encoded as a string denoting the price of the product as an integer encoded in decimal.
  - A price value -1 has the meaning that a product is not sold.
  - Sellers are encoded as the address of the store in the form <host>:<port> - for example silver:10120

Protocol 1: Dealer

Message "register":
Syntax: "register <seller>"
Example: register silver:10120

Sent by: seller to price server.
Possible replies:
- OK  [Registration performed correctly]
- NOK <error>  [Registration failed - reason provided - for example: ill-formed seller, seller not accessible]

Message "getCheapestSeller":
Syntax: "getCheapestSeller <product>"
Example: getCheapestSeller bread

Sent by: client to price server.
Possible replies:
- <seller>    [Name of seller selling product for cheapest price - for example: silver:10120]
- null        [No seller found selling product]
- NOK <error> [Query failed - reason provided - for example: bad product name]

Protocol 2: Seller

Message "getPrice":
Syntax: "getPrice <product>"
Example: getPrice bread

Sent by: price server to seller.
Possible replies:
- <integer>   [Price of product - -1 if seller does not sell product]
- NOK <error> [Query failed - reason provided - for example: bad product name]

Message "buy":
Syntax: "buy <product>"
Example: buy bread

Sent by: client to seller.
Possible replies:
- OK          [Transaction completed]
- NOK <error> [Transaction not completed - reason provided - for example: product not found, no product available]

Connection Client/PriceServer
- Client starts and sends getCheapestSeller message.

Connection Client/Seller
- Client starts and sends buy message.

Connection Seller/PriceServer
- Seller starts and sends register message.

Connection PriceServer/Seller
- PriceServer starts and sends getPrice message.

Notes:
4.1 There was no requirement to write any code in this question.
4.2 There was no mention in the question that moving from RMI to TCP meant changing the way the parties interact - for example, that the priceServer becomes the one that performs the "buy" operation on behalf of the client.

סעיך ה (10 נקודות)

Complete the code of class Client that implements the protocol over TCP.
class Client {
    public String callServer(Socket server, String msg) {
        PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(server.getOutputStream(), true);
        out.println(msg);
        BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(server.getInputStream()));
        return in.readLine();
    }
    public void buyProduct(String product) {
        Seller seller = getMinPriceSeller(product);
        if (seller != null)
            seller.buy(product);
    }
    private Seller getMinPriceSeller(String product) {
        try {
            Socket dealer = new Socket(new InetSocketAddress("black", 2035));
            String reply = callServer(dealer, "getCheapestSeller " + product);
            if (reply.equals("null")) {
                return null;
            } else if (reply.startsWith("NOK")) {
                return null;
            } else {
                return new SellerTCP(reply);
            }
        } catch (Exception e) {
            return null;
        }
    }
}

// This code was not expected in the reply
// This is a "proxy" object built by hand over TCP.
class SellerTCP implements Seller {
    public SellerTCP(String address) throws RemoteException {
        String[] tokens = address.split(":");
        host_ = tokens[0];
        port_ = Integer.parseInt(tokens[1]);
        try {
            s_ = new Socket(host_, port_);
        } catch (Exception e) {
    }
}
throw new RemoteException("Seller " + address + " not found");
}

public int getPrice(String product) throws RemoteException {
    if (s_ == null) throw new RemoteException("Not connected");
    String reply = callServer(s_, "getPrice " + product);
    if (reply.startsWith("NOK")) {
        throw new RemoteException(reply);
    } else {
        return Integer.parseInt(reply);
    }
}

public boolean buy(String product) throws RemoteException {
    if (s_ == null) throw new RemoteException("Not connected");
    String reply = callServer(s_, "buy " + product);
    if (reply.startsWith("NOK")) {
        throw new RemoteException(reply);
    } else {
        return true;
    }
}

private String host_;  
private int port_; 
private Socket s_; 
}

Notes:
5.1 The whole idea of RMI is that it works with INTERFACES.
    The same interface that is implemented through RMI could also be implemented over TCP as shown above.

5.2 The following alternative was naturally accepted:

public void buyProduct(String product) {
    TCPSeller2 seller = (TCPSeller2) getMinPriceSeller(product);
    if (seller != null) {
        try {
            Socket s = new Socket(seller.getAddress());
            String reply = callServer(s, "buy " + product);
        }
}
5.3 There was no reason to send the "buy" command to the priceServer.

5.4 There was no reason to send the "buy" command without first checking which store is the cheapest.
A complete solution:

```sql
```

An answer with the other syntax was also accepted:

```sql
SELECT DISTINCT Games.Round FROM Games, Teams, Stadiums
```

Notes:
- 'DISTINCT' was not required for full credit.
- Answers with different/bad syntax were also accepted in cases the intent was clear.
- Other SQL queries that result in the same output were also accepted.